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“A great moment of theater but also an 

invitation to awareness.” 

“Desperately human monsters, Macbeth and 

his Lady Macbeth transform the Toursky 

Theater into a stage of fury and blood.” 

“A particularly awaited reinvention of Macbeth 

comes to the Toursky. The new born show of 

the season is already sold out.” 
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Ambition, greed, murders…  desperately human 
monsters, Macbeth and his Lady Macbeth engendered 
by a society that puts power above all else, transform 
the Toursky Theater into a stage of fury and blood. 
 

White strips glued into the floor, announcing the corpses that 

will punctuate the 90 minutes of the world’s famous Shakespeare 

tragedy… The staging of this new Macbeth oozes bloody red from 

every pore and modernize the old tale through a bare visual universe, 

and resolutely experimental music, performed live by the band from 

Marseilles "Leda Atomica". 
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Embodying the supernatural, since they represent the three witches, the musicians create a music of dementia, forged by the band’s 
phantasmagorical instruments and framed by still fabulous texts. This musical contribution is the great originality of this Macbeth, 
gifting it with rock and even punk qualities.  
 
Sleep no more! Macbeth does murder sleep… 
 
 

The omnipresence of the color red, in the hand-prints on plywood panels, or the beautiful dress of Lady Macbeth (brilliantly interpreted 
by Ilinca Kiss, author of a thesis on ... Macbeth) is a visual reminder of the extreme violence permeating the couple. 
The feeling of guilt, that destroys little by little the mind of Lady Macbeth, who is unable to take responsibilities for her choices, 
contaminates her husband, who will, just as his wife, descend into madness. 
 

At the premiere performance, Macbeth set the tone by staggering on stage, his white shirt stained with blood, and collapsing as dead in 
front of the director and his translator who were presenting the genesis of the show to the audience. A wink that allowed this Macbeth 
production to grab the audience’s attention right away. 
 
The director, Edward Berkeley, long time faculty member of The Juilliard School (as Director of undergraduate Opera Studies) wanted to 
build a bridge with the contemporary world, demonstrating that personal political ambition is taking over precedence of anything that 
could be done for the good of the country. For this purpose he used eclectic costumes that evoke an army straight out of a "G. Orwell" 
world. 

Macbeth e William Shakespeare 
Metteur en scène : Edward Berkeley 
Avec Neyssan Falahi, Ilinca Kiss, Ivan Romeuf, Bruno Bonomo, Olivier Corcolle, 
Laurent Owsianka, Cristiano Wsianka, Cecile Petit, Jean Goltier, Albert Huline, 
Lumières : Philippe Catalano 
Musique : Leda Atomica 
Costumes : Polina Komarova 
Chorégraphie : Malina Andréi 
Crédit photo : Florent Fabregues 

Vu au Théâtre Toursky à Marseille 

The result is quite surprising, ranging between rock music and proven 
classicism. The actors are having a great time, and alongside the beautiful 
Ilinca Kiss, both sublime and phantasmagorical, Neyssan Falahi in the title 
role seizes the soul of the audience in an uninterrupted rampage of folly.  
 
                       David Simon  

http://www.theatrorama.com/macbeth-4/ 
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THE LUST FOR POWER, ALWAYS…. 
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Edward Berkeley invites us to a modernized, revisited version of Macbeth. The American 
director, Shakespeare specialist and director of the opera department at the Juilliard 
School in New York, takes over the famous tragedy to highlight all its cruel strength and its 
relevance into our world.   
 
How far can ambition and lust for power lead? The question is more than ever pertinent 
today. "I am convinced that what Shakespeare captured in 1605 is still accurate in 2015" 
assures the director, who adds: "The desire for power was strong in 1605 and was a threat 
to the future; today, the world is literally overrun by greed." 
 
A greed, an impatience to fulfill a desire for power that incite Lady Macbeth to push her 
husband to kill and to engage in a deadly spiral that will lead them both to madness and 
death.  
 
Neyssan Falahi (Macbeth) and Ilinca Kiss (Lady Macbeth) embody their characters with an 
eerie behavior and give us a thrill with their excessive, tortured and sometimes inhuman 
interpretation.  
The enchanting universe is reinforced by the witches interpreted by the band Leda 
Atomica, who for this purpose invents extraordinary instruments and haunting sounds.  
 
The costumes, both contemporary and timeless, the proximity of artists to the audience, 
both contribute to the bridges that Edward Berkeley throws between century pasts and 
our time, where the law of money and the thirst for power, killed to often the collective 
desire and the fights for the good of all.  
 
A great moment of theater but also an invitation to awareness. 

                                      

JACQUELINE DE GRANDMAISON 

* AEFR Mnémosyne : Association européenne France-Roumanie 

(c) photos Florent Fabregues 

Lien internet : http://www.performarts.net/performarts/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=2189:loi&catid=15:spectacles&Itemid=12 
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It would be an understatement to say that this Macbeth, directed by Edward Berkeley, one of the pillars 
of the Juilliard School, is awaited. Indeed, the newborn of the 2015 season, artist residency of the Toursky 
theater, already sold out for its first performance on Friday 9th October. Around the director and 
Shakespeare’s famous play, American, French and Romanian artists, lead by the Association Mnémosyne, 
collaborate for the first time. Together they explore the ever present vision of a world thirsting for power 
embodied by the Macbeth couple. Enriched by the musical creations of Leda Atomica, a collective of 
musicians from Marseilles, the piece creates a bold contact between the stage and the public.  
 
Friday, October 9, Theatre Toursky, Marseille (3rd). Sold Out. 

CREATION  A higly awaited reinvention of Macbeth  

                     comes to the Toursky Theater 

http://www.laprovence.com/article/spectacles/3611926/une-reinvention-de-macbeth-tres-attendue-au-toursky.html 
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Printed version 


